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As a result of Urumqi vehicle quantity is big and the narrow road, city traffic 
police detachment used a daytime restricted freight traffic measures in order to 
alleviate the traffic pressure. For daytime emergency freight vehicles must pass the 
issuing vehicle permit solution. With the vehicle passes the freight vehicles during the 
day can be specified in road traffic. Because of large quantity of Urumqi City Road 
and the traffic police brigade number, in the practical management of the existence of 
the traffic police brigade vehicle passes the spam. Some truck drivers respectively in 
different group respectively for a pass. The daytime restricted freight traffic measures 
effect is not good. In order to strengthen the traffic permit management must take the 
uniform for freight vehicle to pass a passport, for strict approval.  
A conceptual data model is designed base on investigation and research in the 
traffic department. All roads’ codes of pass were stored in a field. The pass and roads 
between the many to many complex relationship is solved. The database records were 
reduced. The access efficiency of the database was improved. At the same time, in 
view of this situation to design a certain number of passes a section of processing 
custom functions and stored procedures. The roads from field separation problems 
were successfully resolved. Follow the road quantity statistic method is simple to 
achieve. Many views and stored procedures are designed in the SQL Server 2000 
environment. A large amount of data processing was completed by the database 
server.  
 A batch input, batch modify, batch approval and continuous batch printing 
module were designed. It is solved perfectly that many Permits and workload big 
problems. Let permits easy. It provides decision support that a number of freight 
vehicle released are displayed on the right of the road name in the modules of permit 
approval and permits maintenance. 
The system is safe and reliable. 
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